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Since the reform and opening up, with the rapid development of industrialization
and urbanization, the real estate development industry has developed rapidly, not only
becoming the pillar industry of the national economy, but also an important driver of
the growth of local tax revenue. At the same time, the real estate development
industry has the characteristics of huge amount of capital, long development and sales
cycle, development and approval process, the complex business profit model, which
has brought a large tax risk to the industry. Need to the tax authorities to strengthen
the collection and management of the industry. On the other hand, the in-depth
discussion of tax collection and management of real estate development enterprises
conforms to the specialized management of tax sources, which has the general idea to
implement the classified management of the industry and the sub – scale ,and it is also
an important practice of the important theory- tax professional management in the real
estate development industry.
This paper is based on the basic tax authorities of tax collection and management
practice. In the perspective of grass-roots tax officials, the article has an in-depth
discussion of tax collection and management of real estate development enterprises.
First of all, it has a careful combing on the real estate development involves the
preparation, construction, real estate sales, and real estate which retains four stages of
financial and tax related cases. It also summarizes the management mode and
management process of the current real estate development enterprise's collection.
The second, from real estate tax development present situation, we analyze the
problems and causes of the tax collection and management in various aspects. And we














frequently used by the current real estate development companies. And then,
according to the current situation of tax collection and administration on real estate
development enterprises, we put forward following suggestions and countermeasures:
One is to optimize taxes by setting taxes and fees related to rationalize, standardize
tax incentives to further improve the real estate development enterprise-related tax
system; The second is to strengthen project management, strengthen cooperation of
various departments, to strengthen monitoring of tax sources to provide decision
support for the real estate development enterprise tax collection; third is to strengthen
the tax assessment, strengthening tax auditing and invoice management, and other
initiatives to further strengthen real estate development enterprises collection efforts;
fourth is to optimize the service, strengthen training, deepen trade tax administration,
further enhance the real estate development enterprise tax collection efforts.
At last, we use enterprise A in the actual collection as an example, and relying on
the financial data, tax declaration data and the third party information of tax from
Zhejiang local taxation collection and management system, we introduce the index
setting, evaluation methods and the whole process of the real estate development
enterprise tax evaluation.
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